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Gitxsan: People of the River of Mist

"The blood that runs through the veins, are the rivers that run through Mother Earth. 

People need to understand that, without that life giving water, there will be nothing." 

(Chief Gwininitxw, Yvonne Lattie, Gitxsan Nation)



Acknowledging Elders



What is Water? 

Ethnographic Research
• Seven Elders from Seven Nations

• Twenty Years of Independent Research

• Ethical and consent based 

• Peer reviewed

• First Nations reviewed 

A Deceptively Simple Question…

Water is a chemical 

compound consisting of two 

hydrogen atoms and 

one oxygen. The name water 

typically refers to the liquid 

state of the compound 
(Chemistry @About.com).

.

Water is the 

essential 

lifeblood of our 

planet, with the 

power to 

generate, 

sustain, receive 

and ultimately 

unify life (UNESCO-

IHP Expert Advisory 

Group on Water and 

Cultural Diversity).

Hydr-Hydro –Greek root for “water”

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=anomalous+properties+of+water&&view=detail&mid=C0284F9AFFA1FECFE7B6C0284F9AFFA1FECFE7B6&&FORM=VDRVSR


How is water valued? Water is the 

essential 

lifeblood of our 

planet, with the 

power to 

generate, 

sustain, receive 

and ultimately 

unify life (UNESCO-

IHP Expert Advisory 

Group on Water and 

Cultural Diversity).



Cave Basin Hot Spring: Banff
Birthplace of Canada’s National Park System

Blackfoot Nation Territory



Research Method: Interweaving

• Collaborative process where apparently 

contradictory ways of knowing water, such as 

Western Science and Indigenous Knowledge, 

are brought together as coexisting threads to 

produce a new cooperative theory called 

Blue Ecology. 

• True Reconciliation is working in tandem



Credibility
Peer Reviewed and First Nations Community Reviewed



Inspirational Poetic Expression 
Very similar to First Nations storytelling traditions



Blue Ecology
Australia: Minang Indigenous Water Collection tree gnaama boorna

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-02-19/prescribed-burning-under-scrutiny-in-wa-south-west-wilderness/13110150


INDIGENOUS

• Integrative

• Water unifies life

• water has a spirit (biotic)

• water is a central value, 
the heart of an 
ecosystem pumping the 
life blood

• Groundwater is very 
important: can offer 
spiritual and healing 
power

• Taxonomic/distributive

• Hierarchical

• water is abiotic

• water is a physical 

material that assists the 

living organisms in an 

ecosystem 

• Rarely a value 

component (VC)

WESTERN SCIENCE

What is Water?
Comparison of water views



Blue Ecology Water Cycle
• Companion to Western 
Science’s model

Two Water Worlds

Western Science’s Hydrologic 
Cycle

• (USGS version)



Blue Ecology Institute Foundation
A Bridge Between Two Cultures 

Tshimshian suspension

bridge (1872)



Vision:

Blue Ecology Vision
Sustainable Survival: survival with dignity

Water-

First

An ecological philosophy, which emerged from interweaving Indigenous  

and Western thought, that acknowledges water’s (i.e. fresh and salt) 

essential rhythmical life-spirit and central functional role in generating, 

sustaining, receiving and ultimately unifying life on Earth Mother.

The highest sustainability test is water-first: planned development (e.g. real 

estate, urban planning, forestry, agriculture, mining, oil and gas extraction) 

cannot impede the functional delivery of quality water to ecosystems in a 

healthy rhythm. 
.

Blue Ecology is a bridge between two worlds



Blue Ecology Water Cycle



Guiding Principles of Blue Ecology

a) Spirit: water, fresh and salt, is a living spirit. 

b) Harmony: harmonious sustainability in a functional rhythm that 

engenders healthy bodies and ecosystems. 

c) Respect: water through ceremony, education and giving back, else 

Earth Mother will retaliate by taking water away. 

d) Unity: water has the ability to connect and unify humans because of 

our common reliance on this basic unit of existence. It is a proto-

interest. 

e) Balance: restrained and measured water withdrawls in combination 

with and giving back (i.e. restoration, monitoring, or ceremony) to 

watersheds and water. 



Switch Attitude



What is Attitude?

A collection of values, theories, philosophies, beliefs 

and principles that motivates and influences

It cost zero dollars to change your attitude



Water Attitude

Non-living, 

abiotic

Living entity, 

biotic



The icebergs are very big.

They are good drinking water from the sea salt.

They are not to be played with.

They are not to be shot at. They are not to be 

broken down,

when played with.

Our Inuit ancestors

Told us not to break them

And near the edge of the ice

Were told not to camp there

Because it might break

Inuit were told not to sleep overnight

And they were told not to urinate 

Because it would soil them and are vulnerable

It does not want to get dirty

Because it is believed that there are people in it.

It is true.

Annie “Paingut” Peterloosie
Water and Icebergs

Mark Mallory



A characteristic of a 

sentient being is it’s ability 

to form relationships with 

other beings.

Living Entity - Sentient Being?

Globe and Mail
October 31, 2019



Examples of Attitude Change

The Magpie River in Côte-Nord, Que., is the 

first in Canada to be granted legal personhood

New Zealand river granted same legal rights as 

human being | World news | The Guardian

Ganges and Yamuna rivers granted same legal 

rights as human beings | World news | The 

Guardian

https://www.google.ca/amp/s/amp.theguardian.com/world/2017/mar/16/new-zealand-river-granted-same-legal-rights-as-human-being
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/mar/21/ganges-and-yamuna-rivers-granted-same-legal-rights-as-human-beings


Climate Change Attitude
Mitigate by rehydrating landscape

Focus on 

carbon 

Water’s 

Rhythm and 

Movement

Nature cools and buffer 

climate from extremes. 

95% of earth’s heat balance 

is governed by water. 4% is 

by CO2 (Walter Jehne, 

2021)



Human Systems vs Natural Systems



What is Climate Change? 

Climate change ➔ accelerating transformation of 

water
The amount of moisture the atmosphere can hold increases with rising 

temperatures (about 7% per degree Celsius of warming). 



Greek - Okeanos

The font of all freshwater on earth was 
a freshwater river that encircled earth



Atmospheric Rivers

Intense narrow bands of precipitation

https://www.hakaimagazine.com/news/how-rivers-in-the-sky-melted-antarctic-ice/


Canadian Climate Change Headlines
CCCR 2019 Report

According to Environment and Climate Change Canada, the country is 
warming, on average, double the global rate.

Oceans surrounding Canada have warmed, become more acidic, 
and less oxygenated. Coastal flooding is expected to increase. 

Indigenous peoples disproportionately affected by climate 
change. 

A report has warned of a "catastrophic" decline in freshwater fish, 
with nearly a third threatened by extinction.

The seasonal availability of freshwater is changing, with an 
increased risk of water supply shortages in summer. 

https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/sites/www.nrcan.gc.ca/files/energy/Climate-change/pdf/CCCR_FULLREPORT-EN-FINAL.pdf




Collaboration Attitude

Western 

Science 

Only 

Interweaving 

Cultural 

Knowledge



Action 1: Blue Ecology Education

Re-shape attitude toward water as a 

foundation for reconciliation and addressing 

climate change. 

Where does my water come from?
by Judy Wyers, Grade 9, 



Action 1: Blue Ecology Education
Healthy water = healthy environment = healthy body

1. Our brain & heart are both 73% water

2. Canada has 20% of world’s freshwater

3. Canada has 0.89% of world’s population

4. 95% of earth’s heat balance is governed 

by water, 4% is through CO2



Action 2: Healing Zones 

• Let the water heal and restore for a period of time
by designating healing zones

• Spawning grounds

• Sites of over fishing

• Estuary kelp forests

• Springs

• Wetlands & riparian areas

Hope is active leadership! 



Action 3: Water Leadership

• Think of water first in environmental planning

• Water is inextricably linked to Climate Change

• Hydrology is a climate driver

• Canada has third largest supply of freshwater in the 
world 

• Giving Back – wetlands, reforestation equivalents, 
monitor glacier melt, real time monitoring of 
precipitation etc.

Hope is active leadership! 




